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Senate race:
N ot as scary
as it appears
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By Rob Lopez
Staff Writer
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A wall to break down barriers ?
It may sound like a contradiction in terms, but the architecture department tried it. First-year architecture students built this wall to
explore color and experience its full spectrum on Dexter Lawn Thursday. The project was meant to establish an understanding of the
relationship between color and meaning, breaking down communication barriers. The wall, however, was blown down by heavy winds.

Many students may be atraid to run for
ASI student senator. But according to one
senator, it is a job almost anybody can do.
“ If you want to get involved with the
school I really encourage it,” said senator
Susan Sinclair. “ It’s not as mysterious as
it seems ... you learn a lot about the
school.”
Sinclair and the rest of the elections
committee have reorganized the campaign
rules into a more understandable guide for
prospective senators. The committee
hopes the revised forms, which should be
ready when candidate filing opens Mon
day, Feb. 29, will make running for office
more accessible to students.
Sinclair said people should not run for
ASI senator just to have something to put
on their resume. She said there are plenty
of other groups one could join for that
purpose.
“ If you’re really interested and you feel
you’re qualified, take the challenge,” she
said.
The qualifications for senator, according
to Sinclair, require an open mind in regard
to others opinions, a good understanding
of responsibility, and helping with the
See SENATE, page 5

Gays choose SLO Rubbers bounce, break in plaza
for convention
By Meredith Svenman

staff Writer

City believed to be unreceptive
to western homosexual population
By Meredith Svenman
Staff Writer

____

San Luis Obispo is unreceptive
to its gay population, and
because of this the city was
chosen to host the seventh an
nual Western States Lesbian and
Gay Student Conference this
weekend, said an organizer of the
conference.
The convention starts today at
2 p.m. in the University Union
and deals with a variety of
specific workshops for gay issues
such
as
“ D e a lin g
w ith
Homophobia” and “ Gay People
of Color.” The AIDS issue will be
the topic of several seminars
from various angles.
A spokesperson from the group
that makes quilts in the name of
AIDS victims will be speaking.
Other seminars deal with com
munication in personal relation
ships. Social activities include a
Valentine’s dance and a perfor
m ance by com edian Lynn
Lavner.
About 200 people will be at

tending the conference, according
to a Cal Poly Gay and Lesbian
Student Union representative.
P a rtic ip a n ts from O regon,
Arizona and Washington, as well
as from California, will attend.
Studies indicate about 10 per
cent of the population is
homosexual.
Representatives
from the GLSU on campus feel
this figure holds true for Cal Po
ly. The GLSU has about 30 ac
tive members.
Club members feel that many
homosexual students never say
anything about their sexuality
because it is not really acceptable
at Cal Poly. According to a
spokesperson for the GLSU who
wishes to remain anonymous, the
conference is intended to en
courage gay students to accept
their sexuality by letting them
know that they are not alone. It
is also hoped that it will help the
club to receive funding from ASI.
GLSU did not receive any fi
nancial support from ASI this
See CONFERENCE, page 4

Spotlight
Thanks to a handful of
local club owners, live rock
and roll music is aiive and
well in San Luis Obispo,
and it’s here to stay.

It’s a bird! It’s a plane! It’s
a ... flying condom?
A condom tossing competi
tion was held at the University
Union Thursday during activi
ty hour by the Health Center’s
sexuality peer education team.
The condom toss and give
away was a new idea to draw
students’ attention to sexual
responsibility and awareness in
a fun and memorable way.
The lubricated Prime Con
doms were filled with water.
The last twosome left with an
intact condom was the Sasquatch team. The team
members were natural
resources management soph
omore Buferd Millea and
freshman business major Brian
Woolworth. They won gift certicates for dinner at local res
taurants.
The condom toss was just
one of the events of Love
Carefully Week at Cal Poly.
The purpose of the week is to
educate students in sexual re
sponsibility and to let them
know the programs and ser
vices available through the
Health Center.
Most college students are
involved in some type of sexual
relationship but not many free
ly admit it, according to a
Health Center sexuality peer
educator. The educator said if
people are sexually involved,
they should be knowledgeable
about the relationship in which
they are involved.
She quickly added the
group’s purpose is not to en
courage promiscuity. It is to
educate people who are already
involved or may be becoming
Sec CONDOM, page 4

»

Team Saaquatch, a.k.a. tophomora Bufard Millea and freshman Brian
Woolworth, celebrate their condom toss victory with a flying belly kiss.
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Editorials

A Constitutional
front-line victory
( j ays can now truly rejoice. An overdue federal court
decision has given gays the status of other minorities in
America.
On Wednesday the U.S. Court of Appeals in San Francisco
ruled that the Army’s ban of homosexuals among its ranks is
unconstitutional. The decision likened Army policy to racial
discrimination.
Regardless of personal feelings toward homosexuals and
their preferences, the decision must be hailed as a confirma
tion of the personal rights guaranteed in the Constitution. As
Americans we are promised the right to freedom of expres
sion, and if this expression involves personal sexual activity,
so be it. Separating people based on sexual preference is as
wrong as distinctions based on race or gender. Sexuality and
race are essential factors in right to a personal identity, and
the Army has been found guilty of denying this right.
Army policy established in 1981 bars soldiers with
“ homosexual tendencies’’ from being accepted for re-enlistment. Other court rulings, and congressional authority, per
mit the military to discharge soldiers for participating in
homosexual acts. But the court ruled that the 1981 regula
tions target homosexual soldiers without regard for their
sexual conduct, but based solely on their sexual orientation.
Soldiers are penalized if the Army decides they are actually
gay.
This practice, according to the court, goes far beyond what
is acceptable in the military. The only practical danger to
having homosexuals in the military is AIDS. In the military
more than in other occupations, due to battlefield conditions,
exchange of blood is much more likely. The Army must take
every precaution to prevent the spread of AIDS in the
military and the weakening of our fighting forces.
Gays have as much right as anyone to defend their country,
and the American people should be honored by their will
ingness to do so. But most importantly, we should recognize
that the Constitution has salvaged freedom for an oppressed
group of Americans. It has protected us all from the corrup
tion of power that is inherent in our system.

Overdue crackdown
atch out, bicyclists. Next week. Cal Poly Public Safe
ty will be honing in on biking scofflaws.
This campus is famous for bikers who insist on shredding
through campus streets, paths and even stairways. Pedalers
seem to think they can disobey traffic signs and normal rules
o f vehicular engagement. But in reality they are subjecting
themselves and everyone else to mental and physical anguish.
For automobile traffic, bikes are harder to see than cars.
And for pedestrians, they are more unpredictable — especial
ly given the habits o f most cyclists. Pedestrians cannot ex
pect cyclists to give them the right o f way, although this is
the law. Too many bikers brave the rush-hour crowds on
campus, meandering through mobs o f men (and women). Few
things make a bad day worse than trying to dodge a dude on
his maxed-out mountain bike, or getting smacked by him.
So, for Public Safety — may your citation book always re
main filled with little pink papers.

W

ust when you thought it was safe ... another
registration. And you didn’t even get a
chance to fail this quarter’s classes.
Spring quarter is upon us, just in time to reflect
on the sins of this quarter. There may be midterms
aplenty, but the Computer Assisted Registration
office’s patience is up. Fork over those CAR forms,
or we’ll tell everyone within earshot that your
parents were never mar
ried.
True, I wouldn’t want
to be faced with the pro
spect of 16,000 pieces of
paper
covered
with
chicken scratchings be
ing placed in my “ in”
box. But someone’s got
to do it. (Unlike the
records office.)
Good luck
putting
tog eth er a coherent
something in the last
years before the dawn of
the telephone registra
tion age. Remember: un
til there’s a cure, there’s CAR.
DFA 424 — Diet Therapy. Boy, that Roger Ebert
Pillsbury dough diet laid me out on the couch. Now
here’s a class that could lead me back on the road
to overindulgence!
ASCI 112 — Elements of Swine Production. This
almost sounds like an etiquette class. Miss Piggy
would be so jealous.
AERO 509 — Introduction to Boundary-Layer
Theory. Some classes sound about as exciting as
draining puss from an infection. I’m sure this is an
important topic, but it seems a little late to be in
troducing a new topic at the graduate level. Just
an opinion.
ENVE 439 — Solid Waste Management. I know
many people, myself included, who can’t manage to
put together a solid meal, but this is below the
belt.
ASCI 312 — Swine Management. A class in
which you and your parents can see eye-to-eye
(snort).

Holy
defense
Editor
I was very upset by the
editorial cartoon in the Feb. 8
issue. As a Jewish student I
cannot help but take it as a per
sonal attack.
On Monday, Kenneth Hitt
praised Mustang Daily for its
openness to present all sides of
an issue and compelí its readers
to think.
Well, the Daily blundered on
this one — I see only one side.
The Daily, along with the media
in general, especially the Los
Angeles Times, have portrayed
Israelis as brutal, sadistic killers
victimizing the Arabs. But rarely
do we hear about the injustices
against the Israelis.
What people don’t seem to
realize is that the Israelis are
fighting in the first place because
the Arabs are trying to take con
trol of Israel. Israel is our
homeland, our Holy Land, and
has been for thousands of years.
The Jews are only trying to de
fend themselves and keep their
country. Israel is the only coun
try run and governed by Jews for
Jews, and if Israel is taken away
we Jews will have no place of our
own in a predominantly Christian
world.
The public, however, is against

by Berke Breathed
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CONS 221 — Wildlife Management. Must be
taken in conjunction with FDSC 341 (Wines and
Fermented Foods) in order for life to be truly wild.
ENGL 339 — Introduction to Shakespeare. How
do you do? I thought you’ve been dead for more
than 350 years. Nice meeting you.
ED 406 — Teaching the Adolescent. Add to that,
‘With the Aid of a Blunt Instrument.’ Ya don’t
teach teens, you learn ’em.
OH 330 — Artificial
Insemination. In case
you’re really curious
Stewart
about what that means, a
quick flip through the
McKenzie
cu rren t catalog will
dispel your fears. “ Tech
niques in the collection,
evaluation, processing,
and storage of semen.”
EEUUUHH-YECKGROSS.
ETME 406 — Vibra
tions for Technology. .No
comment needed, for
goodness sake.
ENGL 106 — Controll
ed Composition.
Ve vill kontroll your yung
MINDS! You vill vrite VELL! English über alles ...
AG 301 — Agriculture and American Life. Time
to wave the flag again over the cornhusks and
wheatfields of this great nation of ours. Voted
Most Often to be Offered at 8 a.m.
ASCI 323 — Beef Husbandry. The end product
of the veneable “ Hot Beef Injection.”
AH m ajors — Special P roblem s for
Undergraduates. This one’s a head scratcher.
Sounds like a quarterlong therapy class for the
deadened nerve centers of the world.
ARCH 446 — The Small Scale Master Builder.
Uh-oh. I smell an Erector Set class here. Time to
load upon Legos.
REC 100 — Leisure Education and Lifestyle
Management. “ Exploration of the impact of work,
play, and leisure upon society.” Hot damn! And
it’s a G.E! Gonna be one long summer — time to
start practicing now. Merry Valentine’s Day.

the Israelis. Parly because of
one-sidedness in the media, anti-semitism is rising in the Unit
ed States. Temples and Jewishowned businesses are being van
dalized and desecrated.
Why is the media against us?
Is it so wrong to protect our
homeland? It is cartoons like this
that help to fuel the fire of hate
and bigotry. When will the public
realize that Jews are only trying
to defend their country and keep
what’s theirs? The Israelis are
not the enemy.
— Meredith Hersh

Waging war
Editor:
I am writing in response to Mr.
Storjohann’s letter of Feb. 3.
First of all, let me correct his
statement that “ Congress in
creased the minimum wage.”
California made the increase, not
Congress.
True, 59 percent of minimum
wage workers are under 25, but
does that automatically imply
they don’t have families to sup
port? What about the other 41
percent? Are they of little conse
quence?
He states “ Furthermore, few
work 40 hours weekly all year.”
Is he suggesting that working
fewer hours is a matter of per

sonal choice? Perhaps in some
instances this is true, but there is
a growing trend in this country
for employers to hire part-time or
temporary workers to save
money that would otherwise be
payed out in benefits and over
time to full-time employees.
Granted, some jobs might
become limited, but overall the
effect will be that workers will be
better off and it might provide
some incentive to work rather
than to live off the system.
Now to the grit of the matter:
“ This increase will be passed on
to the consumer in higher
prices.” That’s what it’s really all
about, right? Mr. Storjohann
might have to pay a little more
next time he goes to the grocery
store; a little self-serving, hmm?
So what are the advantages of
an increase? Well, it will help get
some people off the vicious cycle
of welfare and maybe raise their
standard of living, not to men
tion creating a greater tax base.
With more money in the system
from increased consumer buying,
it might help the economy, not
cripple it as Mr. Storjohann
would have it.
Mr. Storjohann sounds like he
is saying that in order for some
people to be well-off it’s all right
for others to suffer.
— Jose Nunez
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Women’s group tells leaders
to remove condom billboards

Doctor: scientists won’t admit
ignorance about AIDS cause

Russians might be secretly
landing on U.S.-owned island

SANTA MONICA (AP) — A women’s group pushing
’’traditional family values” has put two conservative
county supervisors on notice — get rid of billboards
advertising condoms or prepare to leave office.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Government scientists don’t
really know what causes AIDS but are too embarrassed
to admit it, according to a respected California resear
cher who will appear next week before a presidential
commission.
Dr. Peter Duesberg, a veteran virus researcher at the
University of California, Berkeley, says government ex
perts are fixed on the idea that acquired immune defi
ciency syndrome is caused by the human immunodefi
ciency virus and have closed their minds to any other
possibility.
” HIV has become a billion-dollar virus and nobody
wants to admit that it might not be the one causing
AIDS,” Duesberg said in a telephone interview. ’’They
don’t want to.admit error.”
But Dr. Peter J. Fischinger, the Health and Human
Services coordinator of the federal war on AIDS, said
it’s Duesberg who is wrong and that HIV is clearly the
virus that has triggered more than 52,000 U.S. cases of
the fatal disease.

GAMBELL, Alaska (AP) — Soviet commandos may
be staging covert landings on a U.S. island in the Bering
Sea, say officials pointing to discoveries of Soviet
military gear and sightings of mysterious strangers who
ran away.
An increasing number of reports of unidentified air
craft, submarines, swimmers in scuba gear and discarded
Soviet military equipment have been turned in to U.S
intelligence agencies, officials said during a visit here
this week. Although many sightings have occurred on or
over mainland Alaska, the greatest number have come
from St. Lawrence Island, a treeless, sparsely populated
windswept island just 40 miles southeast of Siberia.
Most of the reports come from the Alaska Army Na
tional Guard’s three Eskimo scout battalions, ’’the eyes
and ears of the North.”
” I don’t want to speculate,” said Maj. Gen. John
Schaeffer, commander of the Alaska Guard.
” We don’t have a Soviet person on hand so we can
completely verify this,” he said.

The Santa Monica-based American Association of
Women has failed to convince the Federal Trade Com
mission that billboards promoting condoms as a means
to prevent the spread of AIDS also promote false adver
tising.
Now, they have targeted Supervisors Deane Dana and
Mike Antonovich, telling them it is their duty to get rid
of the advertisements. If the supervisors refuse, the
group threatened to run a campaign against them in
elections this year.
The roadside condom ads are sponsored by the Los
Angeles County Medical Association. The billboards,
unveiled in October, tell readers: ” If You Can’t Say No
... Use Condoms (Rubbers), Help Prevent AIDS.”

E ffects o f internment still felt by Japanese-Am ericans
nese-Americans are dealing with
the after-effects of the intern
ment.
’’Most of us tend to think his
tory happened elsewhere. But I
want you to relate. The 1940s
weren’t so long ago. It could
happen again,” he said.
Inada asked the audience to
imagine what it would be like if
they came to school one day and
found their teachers gone or they
went home and found their
neighbors gone, simply because
they were of Japanese ancestry.
’’This type of situation affects
everyone,” said Inada. ’’You
don’t have to be paranoid. But if
you are sensitive and aware then
you will break down the ’themus’ barrier. The world is not all

By Hope Hennessy
Staff Writer

To this day a ” them-us” bar
rier keeps people in the United
States apart, an Asian-American
writer said Thursday.
In a speech titled ’’Freedom,
the Constitution and Ethic
Communities,” Lawson Fusao
Inada invited the audience to
become Japanese-Americans for
the day.
” I don’t want you to go out in
to the sunshine and have all the
facts ooze out of your brain,” he
said. ” I’m not going to deal with
you on a intellectual level. I want
to get to you right here,” said
Inada as he gestured to his heart.
Inada said even today Japa
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ment, many Japanese-Americans
tried to become generic. They
changed their names, stopped
speaking the “ funny” language,
and even changed their eating
habits, he said.
“ The term ethnic often comes
between people. There is no such
thing as ’you are ethnic, and 1
am not.’ We are all minorities in
this country.”
Inada said that it some ways
roles between ’’ethnics” and
’’white people” have been
reversed.
“ Is it that ethnics have the
identity and others don’t?” In
ada asked.
“ Some people feel culturally
deprived because we know who
we are and they feel like just an

black and white.”
Inada added, however, that
people need to get beyond the
issue of the internment and
realize, “ This is life. These are
people.
“ One day I was a kid living a
regular life. Then, all the sudden
I was living in the fairgrounds in
a converted stable, sleeping on a
cot,” he said. “ All I knew was
that the fairgrounds were sup
posed to be fun. You ride on the
ferris wheel and eat cotton candy
with your dad.”
When he finally returned to his
home in Fresno with his family
and was called certain names,
Inada knew something was
wrong.
He said that after the intern

average American. In reality
there is no such thing,” he said.
Inada said to be a minority a
person does not have to be
“ ethnic.”
“ We have all been a minority
in something,” said Inada, using
audience examples of religion,
economic status, and physical
limitations. “ We have all been in
situations where we have been
uncomfortable and we wanted to
get out of that particular situa
tion.”
Because of some people’s
ancestry, it becomes a way of
life.
“ We talk about our country.
We are supposed to be free. But
there are still areas where some
of us just can’t go.”
© 1987
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CONDOM
OUR PRICE

From page 1
involved in sexual relationships
about sexual responsiblity and
the risks involved in sexual ac
tivity.
About 500 pregnancy tests are
conducted yearly at the Health
Center, and about about half
these test results are positive.
There are many other local facili
ties that also perform these
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• “ One Color, Two Color,” an
exhibition featuring more than
50 graphic design works, opens
Monday in the Art Gallery. The
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fly front.
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polyester,
double
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covered
elastic
waistband
w ith belt
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rear pockets.
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Hot Oil Manicure
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warmups
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in sizes
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Linen and Silk Wraps
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$30
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TRAVEL CONVERSION PACK
Sold in spring '87 for 119.99

4gftTreat your Valentine |
g to something special.^.g

Slightly
blemished.
Medium
size
only.
If perfect

119.99

5999

C R U IS E S H IP S

KELTV CLIPPER

KELTV
TIOGA
FRAME
PACK

With
divided
compartments
and side
pockets

•A videotape of Morton
Thiokol Engineer Roger Boisjoly
titled “ Company Loyalty vs.
Whistleblowing: Ethical Deci
sions and the Space Shuttle
Disaster,” will be shown Tuesday
at 6 p.m. in Science North 215.

2 0 6 - 7 3 6 - 0 7 7 5 E x t.

M - i!< j-i-i!ii.'n .T T r r n
CAMP
TRAILS
ASTRAL
FRAME
PACK

tuesday

WAS $10

Acrylic Fills

14»»

See CONDOM, page 5
gallery is open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday; 7 to 9
p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays;
and weekends from noon to 3
p.m. Call 1148 for details.
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KOMBI
GORE*TEX-

CRANDOE
CORE*TEX‘

SPECIAL CROUP
KERMA
SKI
POLES

SCOTT"VENTURr
SKI GOGGLE

tests.
Peer educators Cheri Eplin,
Janet Hall and Vivian Laubacher
indicated the difficulty of putting
on an event such as this because
of the misconceptions people of
ten have about the purpose of
the sexuality peer educating
group. The group does not just
talks about sex. They also give
workshops on acquaintance rape,
AIDS, communication in rela
tionships, unplanned pregnancy

74 9 9

7999
V ij r N m j .n iij .'.n .i

PACIFIC 110 LB*
BARBELL SET

A.'CEL

PREOOR

S12

The tie «c < «e Com pany

With S' Deluxe
Chrome Bar

BRUTUS
SHADOW

Precision
Rower

in c lin e B e n c h

with

Silent
Shocks

sold
Spring
87 fo r 2 4 9 .9 9

A Dumbbell
Handles

44®.®

o n M fg p r in t e d

PUM A METEOR

Durable synthetic
upper
available
in several
colors

1 99® ®

!59® ® j

Full-grain
leather
upper

Durable
Dynallte
upper with
bi-level
cleat

Available
In WHITE
or BLACK

^
SPOTBILT
CLEANUP

NIKS DECS
SLUGGER

ADIDAS WORLD
SERIES

experience the creation of
an outstanding meal

Q

Lunch 11:30-2:0d
^ R/iQ /i/iQQ
Q o 4 o -4 4 8 8

YOUR CHOICE 14® ® A PAIR
TR A C K
PUBIA
TORANADO
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RIKB MCS
u (
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L la ittw tig itt
nylon
suede

21® ®

19%

B A S K E TB A LL
IVBRSB
APON

sso

Dual
d e n sitv
m id to le

CV

H rT E C

4 colors
avail.

Men's models available
In Cray. Brown, or Blue.
Women's models
available In Cray
only.
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PAIR

Order Nardonne's special
heart-shaped Valentine's Day
Pizza
^Saturday, Feb. 13 and Sunday, Feb.
Leave a special note inside
for that special
someone!

SHght
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2318 Broad St.
San Luis Obispo
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Copeland’s Sports
962 M onterey

San Luis Obispo. 543-3663
HOURS: Mon-Fri 9:30-6, (Thurs till 91 Sat 10-7, Sun 10-6

^

774 Higuera Street
In the cellar of the Network.^

H I TEC R E FLE X H IK E R

R U N N IN G SHOE D O O R B U S T E R S
NIKS
H I T IC
ADIDAS
WINDRUNNBR
TRANSTAR
SILVBRSTAR
SOM In
'87 fo r

Dinner open 5:30
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®

WE DELIVER
549-9392
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The live music blues
Is SLO town becoming a ghost town
The problem of getting live
music does not lie in bands not
wanting to play here. According
to Dave Sparks, a DJ at KCPR,
bands in transit between Los
Angeles and San Francisco call
the station all the time.
Sparks said San Luis Obispo
was felt by many who looked at needs more places where people
the club as a main concert can socialize, have fun and where
source.
bands can play.
But, thanks to a handful of
“ There’s never been an over
club owners wanting to bring live whelming demand for live music
music to the people, rock and roll here. The only place that does it
is alive and well and is here to regularly is the Darkroom and
stay in San Luis Obispo.
they just can’t do it all,’’ Sparks
Rudy B inkele, owner of said. “ It’s also hard to get a
Bogey’s Cantina (formerly the license for live music from the ci
S h e n a n d o a h ), h as alw a y s ty. It’s just one more place
thought there was a lack of good they’ll have to worry about ...
weekend entertainment spots.
But somebody has to be openAlso the owner of the 1865 minded and have live music.’’
restaurant, Binkele likes to think
Sparks, also a partner in Lazy
that he introduced jazz music to Snail Productions which does
this town some IS years ago.
promotions for KCPR-ish bands
While offering live rock and wanting to play in San Luis
roll entertainment Thursday Obispo, attributes the lack of live
th ro u g h
S atu rd ay
n ig h ts,
Binkele plans to integrate jazz,
blues and easy-listening music
into his club on Sunday after
noons.

hen
the
(spirit closed
in October, a
sense
of
despondency

music in this town to lack of
support.
“ There’s not enough people
who are willing to pay $5 to
listen to a band they haven’t
heard of. A lot of people would
rather go dance and listen to
Top-40 hits that they know, can
sing to and associate with ... and
it’s sad.’’
John Jaeger, program director
at KCPR, said, “ It’s always been
a hit-and-miss situation when we
have bands here and it probably
will be at least for a couple more
years ... KCPR is so young still
as far as what we’re trying to
do.’’
Jaeger also works at Osos
Street Subs and thinks the place
would make a good live music
venue. He helped inspire Polly
Deer, operations manager of the
Woodstock’s Corporation, who is
applying to the city for a one
time temporary use permit for
live entertainment.
Deer said it’s go
ing to take some ef
fort to convince the
will go well.
‘We’re trying to
work around the
normal Osos Street
business. We don’t
want the reputation
of a nightclub —
that you can’t go to
O sos
S tre e t
because there’s live
music,’’ Deer said.
“ After we do our
trial and if things
work out, we’ll app
ly for a permanent
jentertainment
permit and bands
will come in maybe
once or twice a
month.’’

—

or boomtown

If things go as planned, live
music will be heard at Osos
Street Subs around the first
week of spring quarter.
Dick Kelsey, owner of D.K.’s
West Indies Bar & Grill, has
been offering live music for the
past five months since opening in
April.
Kelsey said he saw a big
shortage of live music around
town. He booked a band one
night on a whim, received good
response, and has since con
tinued to feature live music on
Wednesday and occasionally on
Saturday nights.
Kelsey said if people want live
music, especially Cal Poly stu
dents, they need to voice opi
nions and ideas to the
City
Council.
“ Somebody has to feel strong

?

entertainment to the people oi
this area that deserve it ... a
place where people can actually
see the performers’ eyes and
mouths instead of just a 1-inch
figure on stage.’’
As for local performers, A.J.
Schuermann of the band “ 9th
Priority’’ said there aren’t many
places around town to play ex
cept for the Darkroom and an
occasional fraternity party.
“ If you want to play on a Fri
day or Saturday night, you have
to be put on a waiting list. It
would be great if we had more
places like the Darkroom to
play,’’ Schuermann said. “ We
need a place at school where
everyone can congregate and
bands can play. I think there
should be two activity hours a
week at the U.U. where local

A good analogy for live music in San
Luis Obispo is that Elton John song,
**Candle in the Wind*’ ... it never quite
completely blows out but sometimes

enough to take the intiative.
Things aren’t just going to
change,’’ he said. “ It would be
very helpful if there was some
representation of the university
on the council. It’s not like a
revolutionary-type
thing ... if
you’re on the outside, it doesn’t
work. You have to try to get in
side — that’s how things get
done.’’
A newcomer to the live music
scene is the Central Coast
Theatre. It has been under new
ownership for the past five
months and recently featured the
Meat Puppets, a popular post
punk band.
Rick Granger, one of four
theatre owners, said they plan to
do a little bit of everything from
benefits to comedy acts to rock
and roll shows. The theatre has
been remodeled to help produce
an entertainment spot with at
mosphere and panache.
Granger is in the process of
working out a deal with Guitar
Center in Los Angeles to co
promote events. He said he
wants to make Central Coast
Theatre a place to see big-name
concerts like those found in Los
Angeles or San Francisco.
“ We hope to bring quality

bands could play.’’
And when “ canned music and
plastic people just a re n ’t
enough’’ there’s always the
world-famous Darkroom — but
then again, maybe not. Owner
and Cal Poly professor Ken
Reiner has put the club up for
sale.
Reiner said he recently took
over as department head to the
Cal Poly business administration
department and just doesn’t
have time to run the club.
He said he hopes to find some
one who is interested in main
taining ihe nightclub the way it
is but said for the place to sur
vive, something else has to go on
beside live music.
“ There are a lot of people who
say there should be a big music
scene but don’t support it by
showing up,’’ he said. “ A good
analogy for live music in S
Luis Obispo is that Elton .lo: ii
song, “ Candle in the Wind” .. u
never quite completely blows
out, but sometimes it looks pret
ty grim.”

By M arina Chang
Staff Writer
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The Wrestlinj» Worms have a hard time

section and two drummers. The band will be com
ing to D.K.’s West Indies Bar Feb. 17 to help sup
port their upcoming Pitch-A-Tent record (the same
label Camper Van Beethoven used to be on). The
show starts around 9 p.m. with a $2 cover charge.

describing their sound but have offered such
descriptions as a post-punk big band, Spike Jones
of the 1980s and Avant-whateveritis. At any rate,
this Santa Cruz-based band features a full horn

by Berke Breathed
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House of Freaks
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Brian Harvey and Johnny Hott
make up a band, not a duo, called
House of Freaks. And for only
two people, the band is powerful,
using the guitar and drum to
produce a minimalistic rock and
roll sound. One critic described
the LA-based group as “ pleasant
and alive like a Faulkner novel.”

¿fe

The band’s debut release,
“ Monkey On A Chain,” has
received critical raves. The band
will make two live appearances in
San Luis Obispo; first at an in
store acoustic set at Big Music
Feb. 18 at 4:30 p.m. Later that
day, the band will perform at the
Darkroom around 9 p.m.
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dinner for two.
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Complete dinner from $8.95 - $11.25 • Breakfast,
Lunch, & Dinner • Wine & Beer • Champagne - 509
a glass with breakfast.
For reservations, call 7 7 2 -2 9 6 5
1150 Embarcadero • Morro Bay
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Come spend your Valentine's Day in
an intimate dinner setting with Bay Views.
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(Rings enlarged to show detail)

A! the corner of Chorro & Higuera 543-6364
Owner. Larry Van Gundy

The Wedding Ring Professionals
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^ ake Briggs, on the day he is
H to be wed to his college
& sweetheart Kristy, confides
some nuptial apprehensions
W to his best friend. He is sa
tirically reassured, “ You’ll be
happy — you’ll just never know
it.’’
This maxim seems to dictate
John Hughes’ current film. She’s
Having A Baby, an awkward and
cliche-ridden look at settling
down and assum ing adult
responsibilities.
Indeed, Hughes has left high
school and Molly Ringwald
behind (who is currently being
impregnated in another film) and
has opted for a post-college
perspective on life set in his
native surburban Chicago.
The film is completely nar
rated by Jake (Kevin Bacon) and
the audience is privy to his anx
iety-filled nightmares. To hear
him describe it, he has stumbled
into his marriage with Kristy
(Elizabeth McGovern), drifted
into a career as an advertising
copywriter and has backed into
fatherhood. He is unwillingly
launched into a generic suburbia
where status is personified by
the kind of lawn mower he owns.
Jake is frustrated by his in
ability to accept this lifestyle and
perplexed by his subconscious
preoccupation with a beautiful
French girl who comes on to him
in a nightclub. He looks to the
suburban-commuter-complacency
that surrounds him and asks,
“ Why can’t 1 be like everybody
else who rides the train?’’
Yet this is a man who holds a
degree in Romance Languages
and Elizabethan Poetry and
longs to write a novel. Clearly he

Anxiety at the altar in She’s Having A Baby

M cG overn, Bacon having a baby
but where is the tenderness ?
is trapped in an advertising
career and has pawned his
creativity on ad campaigns for
such p ro d u cts as d iap ers.
Through
Jake’s exaggerated
comic nightmares, he senses his
youth will evaporate and he will
not get what he wants from life.
His life with Kristy is punc
tuated by the presence of
overbearing inlaws and annoying
neighbors but is strangely absent
of any meaningful friendships
outside his marriage. Further,
one gets the disturbing feeling

Valentine's Day Special
1 2-Item Heart Pizza
Delivered for 8.99
Ip

V
P IZ Z A

that Jake and Kristy don’t know
each other; their rapport is
minimal and any real affection
between them is almost nonexis
tent. Intended to be comical,
even their procreation is clinical.
The charm of McGovern is
wasted in the role of Kristy. She
is reminiscent of Charlie Brown’s
parents in “ Peanuts’’ cartoons:
nothing tangible to grasp in her
character and her dialogue is an
incessant drone.
Because the entire film is seen
through the eyes of Jake, there is

never any consideration given to
her feelings about their marriage
and her desire to get pregnant.
The only time she asserts herself
is to fend off advances from
Jake’s schmuck-of-a-best-friend,
Davis, who is jealous of Jake.
Jake’s anxieties are acutely ev
ident and perhaps the girl in the
bar represents some symbolic
void in his life (in contrast to
Kristy’s committed refusal to
sleep with Davis). But he doesn’t
discuss anything with his wife.
When she brings up the subject

Friday, February 12,1988

of having children, he says, “ I’m
not in the mood for irreversible
action right now.’’
It seems that Hughes has lost
his ability to capture the con
temporary jargon of his charac
ters as he has been known for in
past ventures like The Breakfast
Club and Ferris Bueller’s Day
Off. The conversation between
Jake and Kristy is largely stilted,
strains to be clever and does not
lead anywhere.
Perhaps Jake is happy and
doesn’t know it. As the audience,
we don’t know it either. It is not
until Kristy goes into labor that
Jake has a deluge of sentimental
flashbacks (accompanied by a
touching Kate Bush song) that
anyone realizes it.
It is this scene, sappy as it is,
that gives »he film the emotion
and tenderness that has been ab
sent throughout. Up until this
p o in t,
H ughes carries an
aw kw ard
and
incon sistent
balance between an anxious
comedy and a suburban social
commentary.
It has some funny moments,
many of which are highlighted by
the musical score composed by
Stewart Copeland and featuring
the title track by General
Public’s Dave Wakeling.
But one can’t help but get the
feeling while watching another
Hughes comedy set in Chicago
that it isn’t the location or the
actors who need to change, but
rather, the director who needs to
come up with some sensitive and
original ideas.
By Dawn Opstad
Special to the Daily
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COLLEGE NIGHT

AFTERHOURS

1348 Madonna Rd
549-9384

forthose 18orol(der
or with a valid college ID
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Mustang Basketball Players for the last week of January
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Awesome Custom Built Sandwiches
Student Owned and Operated

HOME OF THE BREW CREW
1930 A Monterey St. San Luis Obispo
In front of Sands Motel (Next door to Wm. Randolph's)
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A Chorus Line fo r Valentines

The Central Coast Theatre in Pismo Beach
is gearing up for some serious rock and roll
with Fever on Feb. 12 and 13. The band
features guitarist and vocalist Greg Leon of
former Dokken, Quiet Riot and Viper fame.
Opening the show will be Street Legal. For
ticket information call 773-3208.
Two guys on drums, guitars and vocals
who call themselves House Of Freaks will
play the Darkroom Feb. 18 immediately
following Farmer’s Market. Earlier that
evening the Rhino Records recording artists
will play a live acoustic set at Big Music at
4:30. At the Darkroom this weekend is Public
Nuisance on Feb. 12 and Groove Yard from
Los Angeles on Feb. 13.
D.K’s West Indies Bar will feature Wrestl
ing Worms on Feb. 17. The band was recent
ly signed to Pitch-A-Tent/Rough Trade
Records (of Camper Van Beethoven fame).
Also playing that night will be Dynamo Rye.
The U.S. Navy Band will give a perfor
mance at Chumash Auditorium Feb. 18 at 8
p.m. The concert will be free. Composed of
169 enlisted musicians, the band presents
numerous public concerts and tours.
Singer, songwriter and storyteller U. Utah
Phillips will present two performances Feb.
16 at Linnaea’s Cafe. The concerts will be
held at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Tickets are $6.
Phillips has been telling humorous stories
about politics and other subjects since the
960s, and has also performed with musi
cians such as Joan Baez. For more informa
tion call 543-4004.
Vocalist, guitarist and mandolin player
Barry Kaufman will play a variety of musical
styles from rock to renaissance Feb. 14 as he
strolls at Don Edwardo’s in Baywood Park.
There is no cover charge for the 5:30-8 p.m.
performance.
Newly opened Bogie’s (The Shenandoah)
will feature the rock and roll/Top 40 of The
Midnite Angels this weekend. Music starts at
9 p.m. with a $3 cover charge.

The world premier of A Gift From the
Heart, by Jo Weinstein, will set the stage at
the Cal Poly Theatre beginning Thursday,
Feb. 18 at 8 p.m. The play is a story meta
phorically akin to the Biblical story of
Abraham and Isaac, but is written in a
modern and naturalistic style. Weinstein was
the recipient of the 1987 John Gassner Me
morial Playwriting Award. (The award is
named in honor of one of New York’s most
famous drama critics, who was also a pro
fessor at Yale.) The play will also run Feb. 19
and 20. Tickets are $5 for students. Reserva
tions can be made by calling 756-1421 be
tween 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

im

Celebrate Valentine’s Day with
A Chorus Line, the classic look
at the lives and dreams of show
dancers, who compete desper
ately with friends and lovers for
a few glorious jobs. On Feb. 14,
there will be two showings of the
Broadway musical at 3 p.m. and
8 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium.
One of the longest-running
musicals in Broadway history,
the show features the memorable
tunes of Marvin Hamlish. The
performance is produced by one
of several Broadway touring
companies that take the musical
around the nation. Advance
tickets are $15 for the public and
$11 for students and are avail
able at Boo Boo Records and at
the U.U. Ticket Office. Tickets
will be available at the door for
an additional $2. For more in
formation call 756-1154.

One Color, Two Color is the title for a new
exhibit featuring more than 50 graphic
design works at the University Art Gallery in
the Dexter Building. The exhibit opens Feb.
15 and will display such works as letterheads,
book jackets and record albums. All pieces
are within the two-color limitation frequently
used in the industry. The show will continue
through March 13.
Cal Poly’s U.U. Galerie will feature the in
ternationally traveled Women in Struggle
Quilt from Feb. 17 through March 18. The
exhibit titled Women in Struggle:
Celebrating Change is planned in conjunction
with Women’s Week Feb. 22-26. Also exhib
ited will be a tapestry on loan from Mary
Beth Webster, known to many as the
grandmother who speaks for peace.
After the Revolution: Everyday Life in
America, 1780-1800, is the title of a panel
exhibit on loan from the Smithsonian In
stitution in the Univerity Union Galerie. The
exhibition helps commemorate the bicenten
nial of the U.S. Constitution by presenting
the culture and diversity of everyday life in
the last two decades of the 18th century, a
period in which the Constitution and the ear
ly government were formed. Included in the
44 displayed panels are portraits, scenic
views, city plans and maps. The exhibit will
continue through Feb. 13.
Works of Terry Allen, Mike Henderson and
William T. Wiley are featured at the Cuesta
College Library Gallery through Feb. 22.

PCPA Theaterfest’s winter season con
tinues with Coming Attractions, a play that
atti’cks commercialism and media hype. It is Opening this weekend:
Action Jackson —
a story of a scheming manager who helps
Ironweed — Jack
bring fame and fortune to a punk. A type of
“ Malcom McLaren meets Sid Vicious,” one Streep star in this
might say. The play will run through Feb. 14. Kennedy’s Pulitzer
Mission Cinema.
For tickets call (800) 221-9469.

Satisfaction — Justine Bateman follows in
the footsteps of Michael J. Fox. Festival
Cinemas.
Shoot To Kill — Mission Cinema.
Whales of August — The critically ac
claimed film starring Lillian Gish and Bette
Davis plays at the Rainbow Theatre.
One time only:
The Big Easy — This movie will play
tonight in Chumash Auditorium at 7 and
9:15 p.m.
The Untouchables — ASI Films presents
this film Feb. 17 in Chumash Auditorium.

ete.
San Luis Obispo will mark its 10th Annual
Mardi Gras celebration Feb. 13 beginning at
7:15 p.m. downtown. The celebration started
in New Orleans more than 100 years ago as a
festival of eating and rejoicing preceding 40
days of Lenten fasting. Beads and doubloons
will be tossed to parade spectators who raise
their arms to celebrate. Register to par
ticipate at Michael’s Delicatessen.
Learn to dance the polka, the English con
tra dance and how to clog at the St. Valen
tine’s Dance Festival Feb. 13. The program
involves daytime workshops and an evening
dance at 8.
Comedian Lynn Lavner will entertain Feb.
14 as part of the Western States Lesbian and
Gay Student conference. The entertainment
event will take place at the South Bay Com
munity Center in Los Osos at 8 p.m. Tickets
for the public are $6.
Giacomo Puccini’s final opera, Turandot,
will be broadcast live from the state of the
Met on Saturday Feb. 13 at 10:30 a.m. over
the Texaco-Metropolitan Opera Radio Net
work onKCPRFM91.

Festival and Mission.
Nicholson and Meryl
adaptation of William
Prize-winning novel.

Typed submissions to Spotlight Calendar
must be received by Wednesday at noon for
Friday publication. Send information to
Mustang Daily c/o Spotlight, San Luis
Obispo, CA 93407.

MADONNA

Valentines Day!
Cupid and Hearts
I love you song or
Valentine's Day song
Bouquet o f Balloons
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Couch Trip R 1:00 5:15 9:20
and The Cop R 3:00 7:15

Satisfaction pg13 1:00 3:00 5 00 7 10 9:10

Sneak Preview: Shoot to Kill (Sat night 7:4U)

Mustang Daily

CONFERENCE

SENATE

From page 1
year. Gene Caligari, who acted as
president of GLSU for two years,
said ASI was very supportive in
every other way.
He added he believes that Cal
Poly’s GLSU is the only gay
campus organization in Califor
nia that is not funded in part by
the ASI of their particular cam
pus.
According to a gay community
member who wishes to remain
anonymous, San Luis Obispo has
no facilities for gay people. She
mentioned the only social gather
ing place closed and there is no
gay support center.
She did, however, mention two
community support groups that
have monthly meetings. She
hopes the convention opens the
eyes of the community to the
needs of its gay population.

From page 1
work load in the various commit
tees.’ A person does not need be a
scholastic genius to be a senator
— a 2.3 GPA will do.
One reason for last year’s lack
of candidate participation, ac
cording to Sinclair, was confus
ing campaign rules forms. She
said last year’s forms were “ a
mess.”
“ We are trying to make the
whole elections process more
convenient
fo r
s tu d e n ts ,”
Sinclair said. “ Our goal is to get
m ore
stu d en t
involvem ent
(voters) and more candidate in
volvement.
“ People don’t get invoved in
Student ’ Senate unless they’re
flooded
with
inform ation,”
Sinclair said.

Sinclair said half of the people
on campus last year did not
know when, where or why they
should vote. “ We’re going to
work together with ASI promo
tions so we can get the can
didates and the voters aware of
what’s going on this year,” she
said.
Another wav to serve the ASI
is to become a member of a
committee. “ A lot of students
participate on committees —
people aren’t aware of this,”
Sinclair said.
She said each school is repre
sented by two senators and for
every 600 students in a par
ticular school another senator is
elected. The School of Engineer
ing, one of the larger schools on
campus, has five senators.
Frederick Hunt, a senator for
the School of Business last year,
said the ASI budget for the elec
tions is very tight. “ (ASI is) do

ing the best it can with what it
has.”
Hunt said the voting process is
a lot more “ in the open” than in
the past. He said votes used to
be counted in a private place
where no one could see. Last year
the vote counting was moved to
the University Union so that
anyone interested could watch
the process take place. He also
said people can request to look
inside of a ballot box before the
first vote is cast to see if there
has been any foul play.
“ We have taken great pains to
make sure the system is fair,”
Hunt said.
He said last year there were
four openings for senators in the
School of Professional Studies
and Education and no candidates
to fill the empty seats. Senators
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were eventually elected through
a write-in vote process.
Another example of the lack of
candidates running for office, ac
cording to Hunt, was in the
School
of
S cien ce
and
Mathematics last year. Only two
candidates ran for the two open
positions — allowing both can
didates to gain the position
unopposed.
“ It’s just poor communication
on the ASI’s part,” Hunt said.
‘‘They should bare m ore
resposibility for informing stu
dents.”
Hunt said more advertising
might help to raise student
awareness about the lack of stu
dent government participation.
“ The elections are getting
more and more expensive,” Hunt
said. “ But we make due.”

CONDOM
From page 4
and birth control methods (which
includes abstinence as a method).
Some of the events of this
week were an information booth
and a “ Guess how many con
doms are in the jar” competition.
The information available in
cluded birth control as well as a
relationship assessment exercise.
The relationships assessed do not
have to be sexual in nature. Sem
inars were given that dealt with
topics such as value assessment,
intimacy and communication in
and expectations of partners in
relationships.

I
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Thinking of
|
Romance this
^
o
Valentine's Day..M>.- %

Q) ^ C h o c o la te hearts, lips and rings
0 0 ____ ,
. . .
^
Massage products in your favorite
O'
fragrances.
^
2 ^^Lotions, bath & shower gels, shampoos, ^
^
aftershave, custom scented.
^

^^M any unique gift items!

f

O cean Kayaks
For Sale

^

1130 Garden St.

$700$800 NEW

546-9277

t

B

C all Tom a t 595-7244

HELLO '88 SALE

GOLD CONCEPT
Downtown San Luis Obispo in the Network Mall

i .
I In V "
AVENIR U-LOCK WITH PURCHASE OF ANY
'87 OR '88 MOUNTAIN BIKE
SIX MONTH FREE SERVICE INCLUDED
WITH 1988 MOUNTAIN BIKES PURCHASED

Thorough Care is More
than Fitting Contact Lenses
I

Several factors go into determining which type of contact lens is right
for you. A skilled, concerned contact lens specialist will consider;

Your Eyes:
CLOSEOUT PRICES

ON ALL REMAINING
•87 BIKES

SEE OUR COMPLETE
LINE-UP OF 1988 MODELS
FROM

Your Lifestyle:

Gear your lenses to your activities. If you
are athletic, consider soft lenses. Need the sharpest vision possible on
the job? Try RG-P lenses. Like camping? Travel a lot? Extended
wear lenses may be for you.

nBagoose

Your Personality:

IRALEIGH

AT

¡g s y s a a g g f

A

•'CLEAR 'EM NOW SAVINGS!"

/\OUWTâlM6lWt!)

Broad
Street
Bikes
741 Humbert St.
SLO

541-5878

twcun
JUST OFF THE
2700 BLOCK
OFF SOUTH BROAD

Your vision problem, lens prescription and eye
health needs may limit you lens choices. Using the results of a thorough
eye examination and contact lens evaluation, your contact lens
specialist will advise you and offer a variety of types and brands of
lenses. No single type or brand w ill work for everybody.

WITH

s MARIN &
^

Impatient? Soft lenses have the
shortest adaptation. Cost conscious? RGP lenses need less frequent
replacement. Fashion oriented? Consider deep tinted soft lenses.

Cost:

Don't base your decision on cost alone. You want the lens
that is healthiest for your eyes and provides the best v ision. Be sure the
price quoted covers a thorough diagnostic fitting examination, the
lenses, lens care kit. training on proper lens
wearing and care procedures and unlimited
scheduled follow-up visits over a specified
time. Thorough care will pay off in years
of safe and successful wear.
For more information ca
for a free pamphlet:

or write

MOUNTAIN BIKES

(iary L. E ngland, 0.1).
Contact Lens Specialist

ARRIVING JUST
AROUND THE CORNER

223S Bayview Dr.. Ste E / 1 112 Vine St.
LosOsos. CA W 0 2 /P a s o Robles. CA W 4 6

(805)528-5333 /(805)238-1001
If you have any contact lens questions, write or
call us - watch for our answers in future articles.

■r^
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SPOKTS

JC kicker signs letter of intent for Mustangs
Dan Eastman, a kicker from
Moorpark College, has commit
ted to Cal Poly.
Eastman, a two-year starter at
Moorpark, was 31-of-33 in extra
points and 8-of-15 in field goals

/

last year. His longest field goal
was S4 yards, a school record.
Moorpark’s leading scorer the
past two seasons, he was named
to the all-conference and all-state
teams last year.

Golden Key
Honor
Society
TODAY IS
MEMBERSHIP DEADLINE
S e n d y o u r a p p lic a tio n

SCHEDULE
FRIDAY
□ Men’s tennis at San Diego
Intercollegiates, weekend, San
Diego.
□ Softball at San Diego State,
1:30 p.m., San Diego.
□ Gymnastics at San Jose
State, 7 p.m., San Jose.

SATURDAY
□ Rugby at Old Mission Bay
Tournament, weekend, San Diego.
□ Ultimate at All-Cal Collegiate
Tournament, weekend, San Diego.
□ Softball at U.C. San Diego,
12:30 p.m.. La Jolla.
□ Women’s hoops at Chapman,
5:45 p.m., Orange.
□ Gymnastics at Chico Jam
boree, 7 p.m., Chico.
□ Men’s hoops at Chapman, 8
p.m.. Orange'.

SPORTSBRIEFS
The wrestling team will put
its undefeated home record on
the line Saturday, when it
hosts Cal State Fullerton and
San Jose State.
Matches begin at 6 p.m. in
the Main Gym.
Cal Poly, 11-5-1 overall and
7-1-1 in the Pac-10, has won
nine of its last 11 dual meets.
Leading Mustangs include An
thony Romero (177), who has a
31-7 record, and John Martin
(142), who is 22-7-1. Eric
Osborne (167) returned to ac
tion last week after a knee in
jury. The senior, ranked eighth
in the nation, is 15-1.
* * *

The baseball team, fresh off
a three-game sweep of Cal
State Hayward, will host San
Jose State in three contests
this weekend at Sinsheimer
Stadium.
Saturday’s
doubleheader
starts at noon and Sunday’s
game begins at 1 p.m. The
Mustangs (4-2) will close the
homestand Monday with a 1
p.m. game against Cal.
* * *

The tennis team will host
defending league champion Cal
Poly Pomona in its home and
conference opener Saturday.
Matches begin at 11 a.m.
The Lady Mustangs, 2-2
overall, have won two straight
matches. Pomona is 0-3<

nowi

C LASSIFIKI)
ÎêL &

DIETETICS
CLUB
MEETING

TUESDAY 11:00 AM FEB 16
DETAILS ON UPCOMING BBQ
FDSC BLDG 108

•HERE'S TO YOU‘
PRESENTS BALLOON BOUQUETS
FOR YOUR VALENTINE
BUY 13 BALLOONS FOR $11.95
GET FREE VALENTINE MYLAR!!
6 BALLOONS FOR $6.00
FREE DELIVERY CALL 544-4759

$1 RED ROSES
$11 DOZENS
On sale in UU and Dexter lawn
M-F 10-? Phi Delta Theta

AUDREY HUBBARD is a SPECIAL
PERSON - Her secret sweetie!!
buy, Buy, BUY! Two 1988 Life in
Hell nitro burning funny calendars
for $.95. Watch the days roar by
now. Now, NOW! CA res. add 6.5%
tax plus $2 S&H, $10 max. S&H
chargee per addressee. Send a $1
SASE for our crude catalog(free
w/order). Send thii. ad, check or
M.O. to:
LIFE IN HELL, PO BOX 36E64
LA, CA 90036. Offer expires 2/29/88
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery._________

SURFBOARD REPAIR
FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
10 years experience Cole 541-5390
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD
VANCE.

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
‘A FRIEND FOR LIFE'
ARE YOU BORED? NEED SOME FUN
and excitement in your life? Stop
by ASI Outings UU 112.This weekend
rockclimbing at Pinnacles Natl
Monument. Also great,cheap rentals
XCskis,canoes,ice cream makers
and more, take a chance!!______________
CRAFT FAIR
All you crafty people-Enter your
Crafts in the Lost City of the
Mayas Craft Fair Mar. 7,8,9th
Beginners, Intermediate and advanced
crafters welcome.Pick up Apps in
your Craft Center,lnfo desk or...

KIM D. (SPAZ)
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
YOU'RE TOO HOT
LOVE
BRET

OOH BABY BABY, OOH BABY BABYII

BETH BARTON

Denny O'Reilly and Hymie
KrastoshInskI Are Just two of
the unforgettable Characters In

A GIFT FROM
THE HEART

Tickets Now On Sale at
The Cal Poly Theatre + U.U.

IS PUSHIN’ 20-HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
LOVE MKCMNS
”

YO! HPLHAPPY HAPPY BIRTHDAY
LOVE- M U

$6 Gen $5 Stu
FEBRUARY SPECIAL FOR MEMBERS Movies $1.50, VCR's $3.99 Monday
thru Thursday! Membership $5.98
per year, includes 1st movie.
Home Video 667 Marsh St. 544-5288

GET NAKED
and
THROW ICE

YAYA’s
Mardi Gras Party
at DK’s Saturday
GIRLS! OUR 1987 BATHING SUITS
ARE REDUCED TO 3 FOR $25.00.
THATS A DEAL! THE 1988 BATHING
SUITS ARE NOW ARRIVING DAILY
TOO AT THE SEA BARN IN AVILA
BEACH. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

PROFESSIONAL
SKI TUNING

HAVE YOUR SKIS READY
WHEN YOU ARE
$12 Includes P-tex work, edges
sharpened,hand hot wax & more.
Free pick up & delivery to your
doorstep in SLO or Los Osos. Call
Ted or Mike 7 days a week at
528-2117.

BOBBY SLICK
Do you wear pajammas? Do you like
pizza? Are you free Feb 20th for
the ‘Gammies in Jammies' date
party at Chuck E Cheese?
PEGGY

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT
AFB PRESENTS A RUNANALK
to your health and for fun
and for prizes
SUNDAY FEB 28
3.5K WALK AT 8:30AM
8.0K RUN AT 9:00AM

GROVEYARD PLAYS THE ROXY
GROVEYARD PLAYS THE PALACE
GROVEYARD PLAYS THE DARKROOM
SAT. FEB 13 9:00

‘DIRTY DANCING* BY CATALINA
772-5809 SHE STRIPSI36C-24-34.________
BROKEN COMPUTER? CALL DELTA TECH
FOR FREE ESTIMATE- 438-4386

ACADEMIC Word processing. $1.50/
pg. Marcy 541-4214____________________
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER
Will also format & laser print
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676________
I'm still typing. For work you can
trust call Susie. 528-7805 Thanks
LASER PRINTED TYPING
Call: The Latest Word 528-8505
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-t-type fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BCH 773-5851 OR 469-0724 EVE________
Typist 20-yrs exp Project, Resume
to manuscripts $1.50/pg. 543-3764

Do You Like Beer? If the answer
is yes, then why not brew your
own unique lagers, pilsners, and
ales? For info Call 528-4518_________
HERBAL EXTRACTS from HPP Co. :
ENERGY MENTAL ABILITY
WOMEN'S HERBAL REEFER REPAIR
For information call 595-7753

WELCOMES
OUR FELLOW BROTHERS FROM AROUND
CALIFORNIA AND NEVADA
FOR THE 1988 PACIFIC LEADERSHIP
CONCLAVE FEBRUARY 12-13

RUSH PIKES!

PI KAPPA ALPHA FOUNDER RUSH
BEGINS TUESDAY, FEB 16TH! FOR
INFO CALL JACK AT 546-9937!

SIGMA PI
FOUNDERS RUSH
It's wise to wait
Feb. 16-20

TKE
SPRING RUSH

SAMfSOC FOR ADV OF MGT)
PRESENTS:A SPECIAL FEATURE MOVIE

MARLIN PERKINS JUNGLE PARTY
THURS FEB 18 7:00
BIG SPIN NIGHT
FRIDAY FEB 19 7:00
CELEBRATION OF A LIZARD (60'S)
SAT FEB 20 7:00
BBO
SUN FEB 21
SMOKER (COAT AND TIE)

THE SURE THING

390 ISLAY

FEB 16 7&9PM CHUMASH AUD $1.50

COMPANY LOYALTY VS. WHISTLE
blowing: Ethical Decisions and
the Space Shuttle Disaster
Video of Roger Boi^oly
THIOKOL ENGINEER Tues Feb 16
6pm SCI NORTH RM 215 BE THERE!

FOR MORE INFO OR RIDE 544-TEKE

CANADA SPRING BREAK
SKI Whistler with the Largest
vertical drop in North America
trip includes: transportation
lodging at Tantalus condos 5 Day
Liftpass & much more! only $369
Sign up at UU M-F10-1 SKI CLUB________

DIVE MEXICO
SPRING BREAK

DIVERS & NON-DIVERS WELCOME
FOR INFO CALL NEAL 541-5743
EUROPE SLIDESHOW&TRAVEL WORKSHOP
Tues Feb16 8:00pm UU220 Sponsored
by ASI Travel Center

So you want to be a
WOW COUNSELOR!?!
Come to the Winter Workshop
Sat Feb 20th 12 noon
Chumash Auditorium
Be there or be talked about!!
WHAT ARE SPORT CLUBS?
How can you get involved? Start a
new club? Come to the Sport club
Info Meeting Feb 18 at 6pm in UU219
Contact Ree Sports for more info.

-SOFTBALL UMPIRESNeeded for adult recreation games
nights & Saturdays. Experience
prefered but will train outgoing
aggressive individuals $12.00 per
game. Contact Mike lunker 549-7301______
ESM Intern'tl Inc. will hold infor
mal on-campus interviews for summer
jobs as Product Line Service Reps on
Wed. Feb 17 from 11:30am to 2:30pm.
Major studies in Ag. Eng and related
fields helpful. See Placement Office
for more information.
LIFEGUARD
PORT SAN LUIS HARBOR DISTRICT
TYPE OF WORK: Provides lifeguard
services and maintains safe cond
itions for the users of Aviia Beach.
REQUIREMENTS: Graduation from High
School and proof of current certif
ication in lifesaving, first aid and
CPR principles and techniques. Must
be available to work Spring(3/19/88
-4/3/88) and Summer (6/11/88-9/5/88)
Physical testing for this position
will take place the morning of Feb
ruary 27, 1988 at Avila Beach, and
applicants must take and pass the
test in order to qualify for oral
interview/evaluation to begin
March 5. 1988.
APPLICATION OPENING DATE:
February 12, 1988, 8:00 a.m.
APPLICATION CLOSING DATE:
February 26, 1988, 3:00 p.m.
Application/Job Description must be
completed by mail or in person at
the Port San Luis Harbor Office,
Pier 3, Aviia Beach, CA 93424
between the hours 8:00--4:30 Monday
through Friday. Contact (80^5952381 Kerry Forsyth, Marine Safety
Officer, if any questions. All
mailed applications must be post
marked by February 25, 1988.
The Port San Luis Harbor District
is an equal opportunity employer.
HOURLY RATE: 6.37(entry level)
National Decorating Company
seeks mature professional.F Flair for color.
Will train
Want to spend the summer in the
High Sierras working with child
ren? Walton's Qrizzfy Lodge will be
interviewing on March 2. For ap
plication write Bob Stein 4009
Sheridan Ct Auburn CA 95603 Phone
(916) 623-9260________________________
YARD PERSON
Part-time hrs Avail, in Buildinq
Materials Yard. SLO Area. Job in
cludes Tractor operation, helping
customers, yard maint. and errands.
Full Time hrs avail in summer.
Call 544-1375 8am-11am WEEKDAYS

BEAUTIFUL BLACK STRAPLESS DRESS
SATIN AND VELVET, SIZE 7/8,WORN
ONLY ONCE, $75 CALL 541-5173________

FOR SALE!

White, VW Rabbit,
diesel.
Looks great! Must sell!
Best offer! *773-1925' EVES_____________
FURNITURE FOR SALE CHEAP
lamps,sofas,dinette,brass headboard, chests, chairs, dishes etc.
1431 Monterey St behind the Showroom. Sat Feb 13 10-5__________________
NAGEL CN7 & CN8
Matted & framed $650 each 773-5157
PIANO-ELEC.YAMAHA PF80 WITH
STAND. NEW. $1350. 927-8254__________
Wèstern Saddle, leather a beauty!
Incl. Access, $350, 543-7819 eves

For sale: 12 speed mens Centurion
Accordo RS model 6mo old $150 obo
543-0893

'71 VW BUG EXCELLENT COND.
NEW STEREO/TIRES $2400
CALL 544-6514 DAYS/MESSAGE
773-2839 EVES
1984 HONDA CRX 1.5 WHITE
AM/FM CASS. A.C. MANY EXTRAS
very clean 67K mi $5000 927-5191
76 toyota truck low milage $1750
call Jon 544-8251 anytime

1 F/M ROOMMATE W4NTED
OWN ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM CONDO
AVAILABLE SPRING QUARTER
CALL 546-9283
MALE RMMT NEEDED FOR SPR QRTR
furn,micro,pool near Poly 546-9774________
2 FEM Rmmts NEEDED to share room
in a two story furnished apt.
close to campus. Must have rmt
LONDON study sp qt 175/mo 544-1058
2 Fern to Share room in furnished
twnhse. Wash/dryer, garage, backyd
firepl. $225-M/4utl. Call evn 5441628. Avail 2/15
2 Female Roommates Needed own room
fireplace wash/dryer spring quarter
265/mo Laguna Lake 546-8403___________
2 FEMALES TO SHARE ROOMS IN 2
bdr condo w/d micro-fmore $225/mo
starts 3/15 Call Linda 544-4312
2 Femm Rmmts wtd Spr 88
to share twnhse 5min from Poly
$200/mo
utl. Call 544-5295____________
2 rmmts needed, M/F non-smokers,
own rooms + pool and spa.
220/mo -H /3 utilities 543-0468
CAL POLY MALE NONSMOKER PRIV HOME
1 ROOM 250 / SML RM 200 543-5832
FEM OWN RM OWN BATH 1 mi from
Poly nice Ig apt 250/mo 541 -0564_________
Fmale rmmt needed 4 spg qtr.Share
twnhous/apt close to Poly $183/mo
Please call Sharon 541-8370 eves
OWN ROOM 4 fe m -2 blocks to Poly!
Furnished townhouse--pool
more
must rent now! $295 Call 541-3862
OWN ROOM in 4 bed apt w/3 males.
5min walk to Poly. Dishwshr,2baths
pool,$230MO.Avail now 541-1025Neil______
OWN ROOM prefer Christian female
close to Poly/Lucky $230 546-9478

OWN ROOM or Share large room
Close to Poly lots of Extras
must rent now 200.00 for share
310 for own room Call 541-2607
1 or 2 F 's -1rm avail in 2 bdr house
close to Poly $350obo 544-9264
APT.1&2 bedrm,near Poly.partial
turn, pool, laundry,$440.& $550.
per mo. 543-8517__________________
ROOM FOR RENT M or F $250 single
Available Spring $165 shared
Call 543-0498

FREE Condos & Homes for sale infor
mation packet available on campus
Call Marguerite Century 21 541-3432
FREE LIST OF ALL THE AFFORDABLE
HOUSES & CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO.
CALL STEVE NELSON-543-8370-LEAVE
A MESSAQE-FARRELL SMYTH,INC.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12,1988
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Toddy Bear I love you ElenadeTroya

LADVM "
EARTH TO LA D Y "M "...
EARTH TO

THE VENUSIAN FEMME
THIS IS YOUR G E M SHINE YOUR ETHEREAL LIGHT
UPON OUR CELESTIAL SKIES...
GIVE ME A SIGN...MY VALENTINE.
•R-

Leticia M Have the best and the
greatest Valentine of all Luis

ROBERT
YOU’LL ALW^YS
BE MY
VALENTINE
LOVE, CHRIS

I LOVE
MS. PIERCE
THE PAIN

DAN-NY?
To my sweetie: Thanks for being
the guy that you are. You've
given me 3 months in heaven. I
Love You! Your Devil VVomen
To all the women
of Mustang Daily
from all the
Mustang Daily boys.
When are we gonna see a nudie
calendar with all your smiling
faces and rosy cheeks?

HEY HONEY:REM PROGPARTY AND UU
GUPPIES.SAY GOODBYE TOLUVBUGS
BEEFYPIGGY OR BRANMUFFINS.SHOP
AT
SCP. SAFEWAYS BEENGOOD TOMETOO

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!!!!!

*DAVID*

I LOVE YOU! ALOTÜ JEN

TO: LUIS FROM: ???
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY

. P-V

HEY GORGEOUS (SWEE-THANG)
THANX FOR THE BEST YEAR EVER
m JC H OUR BIG S.
I LOVE YOU, ME(SS)

CATH &MIKE

f

You two lovebirds have a
terrific weekend, hear?
Don’t get carried away and
bruise some ribs, kids!

MR CAL POLY
YOU ARE MY SHINING STAR AND I
CHERISH YOUR SWEET LOVE...
STILL AND FOR ALVWVYS
YOUR FAVORITE 86

HEY CREWII
HERE’S TO ALL THOSE PAST,
PRESENT, FUTURE CREW ‘HOOK-UPS’
THE BEST RELATIONSHIPS ARE
DURELY PHYSICAL!!

TS,
So hot you’re cool.
So cool you’re hot!
Happy V-Day
JS

Happy Valentine's Day to the
HOBBITON TC.
Good Luck in Bakersfield. -Andy

LETI Y IRMA

nosotros podemos procurarles
todo el amor que les hace falta.
Con amor SERGE JUAN.
I LOVE
YOU LUIS!
SILVIA

Jennifer
Your My
Babe,
Sandman

TO: MY CREVIf BUDDIES
HAPPY HEART DAY! THINK FAST
BOATS REMEMBER...YOU AINT GOT
A THING IF YOU AINT GOT THAT
SWING!! FROM: THE ONE WHO
NEEDS TO MAKE WEIGHT

BUNNY-I V\iANT YOU 4EVER-LOVE BO

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY

f

HONEY (KATHRYN OTOSHI)
LooooooooooooVEYOUt
YOU’RE MY
GIRLFRIEND. THE PAST EIGHT
MONTHS HAVE BEEN FANTASTIC!!!
I’M YOUR MAN!
LOVE LOVE LOVE KEVIN

SWEETS

WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE?
CASUALLY

ERMA and LETI

FROM YOUR FRIEND, MR. M

MATT
BE MINE
ALWAYS!
EILEEN

NICK GUTIERREZ WILL YOU BE MY
VALENTINE?
LIBRARIAN,! love you, but yellow
signs make me blue, what can we do?
THOR-I BE YOURS -BHGOL
E&J: 4-EVER 2-GETHER
MONTEREY IS FOR LOVERS!
I LOVE YOU- YOUR SWEDIE

JEN, MONTEREY IS FOR LOVERS!

DESPERATELY SEEKING Thursday Nite
BULLS FAN for fun & wine tasting.
Isn15yrs long enough to wait to
rip your towel off?
-The Problem

••

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY!
KELLY & MIKE
Through all this BS try to KEEP
sight of who is MOST important
to you!
FROM TWO WHO’VE BEEN THERE!

KARI,
Be mine
Love
Donny

LIS A P
MY SPECIAL
VALENTINE

'OED

JASON!
I LOVE YOU!
LI’L BAU

TO A Special Fun Adventuresome
Intelligent Reckless & Spontaneous
Friend: Happy Valentine’s Day
PATRICK DWYER
Remember January 23?
WHAT A GREAT KISSER!
Love, Christina, Shannon and Brendy

CYNTH,LAURIE,RICK.ERIC,SHERRI,
SCOTT,MIKE,KERI,JOHN H. AND
SAMEER. HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
LOVE, CHRIS

FOR
MY
M.M.: HEY GOOD LOOKING!
What's cooking on Valentine’s Dav
Could only be PERFECT

o;
MIKE SPORTELLI HAVE A GREAT
VALENTINES DAYILOVE YA WENDY
TIGGER-YOU ARE FANTASTIC THANKS
FOR MAKING MY LIFE FUN! KEEP ON
DANCIN'MIGGY
BARB. VINCE, & JOHN! HAPPY
HEART DAY TO THE BEST ROOMIES!
I LOVE YOU ALL SO MUCH !EILEEN

TO MY DEAREST KAREN,
I LOVE YOU SO VERY MUCH AND
I CAN’T WAIT UNTIL YOU ARE
MY WIFE.
LOVE ALWAYS, ADAM

NATALIE B.

I KNOW WE’RE FAR APPART,
BUT JUST LOOK TO THE LONG
WEEKEND. HAPPY VALENTINES DAY.
LOVE, BRUNO

Pokey,fire up. Happy Valentine’s day
Luv ya, your roomie Muffy
BECKY HICKS
YOU BRIGHTEN MY EVERY DAY
BE MY VALENTINE
GUESS WHO?

••

M,K
MY BUDDY
H.V.D.I.LY.
P.G.

LMS
THANKS FOR A GREAT 5
HOPE FOR MANY MORE
LOVE YOU
ECR

HORNET

JACKIE & HARY
MAY THE UNDYING LOVE
THAT BINDS YOUR SOULS
TOGETHER, LIVE ON FOREVER
AND EVER... AND EVER
HAPPY V-DAY
XXOO CAMULUS XXOO

LOOKING FOREWARD TO A GREAT
WEEKEND! 3 MONTHS HAVE BEEN
GREAT & YOU’RE VERY SPECIAL.
HAPPY VAL DAY!!
RON

CHIEF YEYNA
WITH ALL THE DOZENS OF CHILDREN
YOU HAVE HERE,
YOU MUST BE VERY TIRED!
WE LOVE YOU!
THE KIDS

S'

Errrma A.
I HOPE THIS MAKES YOU HAPPY
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
FROM YOU KNOW WHO

Hey ByorklundHow bout that
meaningless relationship?
You can
blaspheme me on the air any time!

HEIDI
I LOVE
YOU
BILL

NATH-I LOVE YOU! Happy V-day!-P
P.J.-Be My Valentine.... and
please sew up my shortsl-Rawhide

2mbfly bridgesclosed carsparked
vdntdservemykisses ppaction bybye
gucciwifare topotheworld casanova
clever beefypiggy Iluvu ybfiy
LISA M.
TWO INCHES IS TOO DISTANT;
200 MILES IS UNBEARABLE.
BE MY VALENTINE FOREVER!
BILL D.

THOMAS
BABY,
I LOVE
YOU
ESTELLE

DERRICK
HAPPY V/DAY!
THE PAST 17 MONTHS HAVE
BEEN NOTHING BUT THE BEST
I LOVE YOU
-TRACY-

••

WEESE THE
WONDERFUL

HAPPY VALENTINES D /Y YOU GEEK!
THANKS FOR EVERTHING CUTIE-PIE

MARGOT

LOVE
YOU
DAFFY!

\

Cp
TRACI

YOU’RE MY FIORELLO
UND ICH LIEBE DICH!
LARRY

DEAREST SUZIE C.
MY LIFE IS NOW COMPLETE SINCE
YOU HAVE STEPPED INTO IT. YOUR
LOVE HAS BROUGHT ME MUCH JOY &
HAPPINESS. I HOPE 1HAVE BROUGHT
YOU THE SAME. I LOVE YOU!!
YOUR VALENTINE, DAMON G.

MICH- La Jolla,white BMW cnvrt,
Rottweilers-Just a few of my
favorite things. I’ve never been
happier in my life. Will you be
my valentine? I’ll always need
you. The dream continues...
Love You Always, R-

P.B.W.
I
LOVE
YOU

THANKS FOR BEING SUCH A
SPECIAL FRIEND! HERE’S TO
U.U. BUDDIES. HAPPY
VALENTINE’S DAY! LOVE GLEN

ISNT THAT SPECIAL
TO THAT ‘SPECIAL’ GUY
DAVE OICLES WOULD YOU BE
MY VALENTINE?
YOUR SECRET ADMIRER

MR MIKE:
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY!!!!

Happy
Birthday
‘Dumpah*
Love
You

JIM
BE MINE
FOREVER
KAREN

INEZ

+

ANTHONY
FOREVER!

SB
CARLY SAYS IT’S COOLER TO
BE WITH ONE.

DUG-

HAPPY B-DAY/V-DAY
ALL MY LUNCHIN’ • KIM

BE MINE...AGAIN!
143 FOREVER
Paula P.-May the eagles always
SOAR in your heart, as they do
in mine. Happy Anniv„.CIinton

SKINK - 1LOVE YOU! -N
PS HAPPY BDAY TOO!

THE ULTIMATE LOVE STORY JOHN 3:16 FOR GOD SO LOVED THE
WORLD THE HE GAVE HIS ONLY
BEGOTTEN SON,,,
GOD LOVES YOU TOO!!!

